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QUESTION 1

Which is NOT a supported SDk Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Go SDK 

B. Java SDK 

C. NET SDK 

D. Ruby SDK 

E. Python SDK 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/API/Concepts/sdks.htm 

Software Development Kits (SDKs) Build and deploy apps that integrate with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services. Each
SDK provides the tools you need to develop an app, including code samples and documentation to create, test, and
troubleshoot. In addition, if you want to contribute to the development of the SDKs, they are all open source and
available on GitHub. SDK for Java Python SDK Ruby SDK Go SDK 

 

QUESTION 2

With the volume of communication that can happen between different components in cloud-native applications, it is vital
to not only test functionality, but also service resiliency. Which statement is true with regards to service resiliency? 

A. Resiliency is about recovering from failures without downtime or data loss. 

B. A goal of resiliency is not to bring a service to a functioning state after a failure. 

C. Resiliency testing can be only done in a test environment. 

D. Resiliency is about avoiding failures. 

Correct Answer: D 

Resiliency and Availability Resiliency and availability refers to the ability of a system to continue operating, despite the
failure or suboptimal performance of some of its components. In the case of Oracle Functions: The control plane is a set
of components that manages function definitions. The data plane is a set of components that executes functions in
response to invocation requests. For resiliency and high availability, both the control plane and data plane components
are distributed across different availability domains and fault domains in a region. If one of the domains ceases to be
available, the components in the remaining domains take over to ensure that function definition management and
execution are not disrupted. When functions are invoked, they run in the subnets specified for the application to which
the functions belong. For resiliency and high availability, best practice is to specify a regional subnet for an application
(or alternatively, multiple AD- specific subnets in different availability domains). If an availability domain specified for an
application ceases to be available, Oracle Functions runs functions in an alternative availability domain. 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which two statements accurately describe Oracle SQL Developer Web on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
Autonomous Database? 

A. It is available for databases with dedicated Exadata infrastructure only. 

B. After provisioning into an OCI compute Instance, it can automatically connect to the OCI Autonomous Databases
instances. 

C. It is available for databases with both dedicated and shared Exadata infrastructure. 

D. It provides a development environment and a data modeler interface for OCI Autonomous Databases. 

E. It must be enabled via OCI Identity and Access Management policy to get access to the Autonomous Databases
instances. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Oracle SQL Developer Web in Autonomous Data Warehouse provides a development environment and a data modeler
interface for Autonomous Databases. SQL Developer Web is available for databases with both dedicated Exadata
infrastructure and shared Exadata infrastructure.
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/enus/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/adbtools.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

What are two of the main reasons you would choose to implement a serverless architecture? 

A. No need for integration testing 

B. Reduced operational cost 

C. Improved In-function state management 

D. Automatic horizontal scaling 

E. Easier to run long-running operations 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which concept is NOT related to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Resource Manager? 

A. Job 

B. Stack 

C. Queue 

D. Plan 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/ResourceManager/Concepts/resourcemanager.htm Following are brief
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descriptions of key concepts and the main components of Resource Manager. CONFIGURATION Information to codify
your infrastructure. A Terraform configuration can be either a solution or a file that you write and upload. JOB
Instructions to perform the actions defined in your configuration. Only one job at a time can run on a given stack; further,
you can have only one set of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources on a given stack. To provision a different set of
resources, you must create a separate stack and use a different configuration. Resource Manager provides the
following job types: Plan: Parses your Terraform configuration and creates an execution plan for the associated stack.
The execution plan lists the sequence of specific actions planned to provision your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
resources. The execution plan is handed off to the apply job, which then executes the instructions. Apply. Applies the
execution plan to the associated stack to create (or modify) your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources. Depending on
the number and type of resources specified, a given apply job can take some time. You can check status while the job
runs. Destroy. Releases resources associated with a stack. Released resources are not deleted. For example,
terminates a Compute instance controlled by a stack. The stack\\'s job history and state remain after running a destroy
job. You can monitor the status and review the results of a destroy job by inspecting the stack\\'s log files. Import State.
Sets the provided Terraform state file as the current state of the stack. Use this job to migrate local Terraform
environments to Resource Manager. STACK The collection of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources corresponding to a
given Terraform configuration. Each stack resides in the compartment you specify, in a single region; however,
resources on a given stack can be deployed across multiple regions. An OCID is assigned to each stack. 
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